
PATENTED 6-PIN 
SECURITY CYLINDERS

The technically superior 
cylinder Patented until 2032



*When used with a security escutcheon.
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ESLA Technik Pro Patented Cylinders

The cylinder system that ticks all the right boxes

Secure
Rigorously tested against the most
common forms of attack, the Esla
Technik Pro Series meets the highest
British Standard Kitemark TS007
security standards.  Boasting extra
robust pins, anti-drill steel security
elements and a snap-resistant core,
you will o�er your customers
ultimate peace of mind.

Esla Technik Pro allows your customers 
to be always in control of who has 
access to their doors as cylinders 
come with security cards for proof 
of ownership. With a patented key 
profile, unauthorised copying of keys 
is virtually impossible. A blocking pin 
verifies the presence of the patented 
branch groove in the key and, if not 
detected, the key won’t turn.

You can get the ESLA Technik Pro in
Euro & Oval Single, double, single
thumb turn, padlocks, cam locks,
Scandinavian, Norwegian and Banham
cylinders with 6 pins. You can also use
all types of mechanical locks enabling
you to create truly integrated master
key systems.

Patented Versatile 

Esla Technik Pro Series 
has been tested to 

achieve the highest 
British Standard 
Kitemark grades.



Patent protection until 2032

Patent protection to 2032
Since copyright protection on keys was abolished 
in 1999, it is now possible for anybody to produce 
and sell most types of keys.  The only systems 
that can truly protect against illegal key 
blank duplications are patented key systems.  
Manufacturers are able to take legal action against 
any authorised third parties who distribute copies of 
patented keys without permission.  The new ESLA 
Technik Pro series is patent protected until 2032 
thus ensuring the highest possible levels of security 
and patent protection for all.

The advantages of a patented system
The Esla Technik Pro Series couples its outstanding 
mechanical security with a patented key system 
that guarantees unbeatable protection to your 
customers.

Not only is Esla Technik Pro designed to to resist 
all the most common forms of attack, but it also 
protects them against any risk of stolen keys.

With a patented key profile and security cards for 
proof of ownership, unauthorised copying of keys 
is virtually impossible.  A blocking pin verifies the 
presence of the patented branch groove in the key 
and, if not detected, the key won’t turn. 

With Esla Technik Pro patented system, your 
customers will be always in control of who owns 
keys to their locks and doors. That means you will 
o�er the ultimate control they need to feel secure 
within their homes and business premises.
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Key profile with patented technology which 
prevents unauthorised key duplication.

Key blanks carry a lifetime warranty.

A

B

Extra patent protection 
The ESLA Technik Pro system is protected by the following patents: 
• European patent EP 1 362 153.

Key profile with patented technology which 

Security key profile
A

B



Impressive Security Standards

ESLA Technik Pro Patented Cylinders
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Anti-pick
Overlapping key profile and special tumbler 
pins protect the cylinder against picking.

Anti-snap

A double sacrificial break slot makes sure 
that, in the event of the cylinder being 
snapped, the lock will retain its security 
core within the door so that intruders won’t 
be able to attack your cylinder.

FEATURES: 
• PICK RESISTANT, ANTI-BUMP, ANTI-DRILL.
• PATENT KEY SECTION 2032, 

6 PIN KEY SYSTEM.
• TESTED TO EN1303 2005.ESLA Technik Pro

6 Pin Patented 
Cylinders (2032)

ESLA Technik Pro
6-Pin Patented 
Cylinders (2032)

FEATURES: 
• PICK RESISTANT, ANTI-BUMP, ANTI-DRILL. 
• ANTI-SNAP PROTECTION.
• BS KITEMARK TS007 3-STAR GRADE.
• TESTED TO EN1303 2005.
• PATENT KEY SECTION 2032, 6 PIN KEY SYSTEM.HIGHEST

SECURITY

HIGH
SECURITY

Anti-bump
If an intruder tries to attack the cylinder, a 
blocking pin is pushed into the key profile by 
a housing pin and blocks the key from turning.

Anti-drill
Extra-robust steel security elements in the 
cylinder housing and barrel provide anti-
drilling protection.

Anti-drillAnti-drill

ATENT KEY SECTION 2032, 6 PIN KEY SYSTEM.



Cylinder Functions

ESLA Technik Pro features a sophisticated, patented key 
profile. Duplicate keys cannot be made using commercial 
key milling machines. 

Anti-Barricade function
In some circumstances, such as secure institutions, care 
homes and psychiatric facilities it is desirable to prevent 
the inside thumbturn on the cylinder being used to hold the 
deadbolt in the locked position, preventing access by key 
from outside.

To prevent this the ESLA Technik Pro series is available 
with a clutch mechanism which isolates the thumbturn 
from the keyway so that in an emergency the key will 
override the thumbturn if it is being held.

Classroom function
If a teacher needs to leave a room full of pupils for a 
short while, they can lock the door from the outside to 
prevent unauthorised personnel from entering whilst 
being reassured the door can always be opened from 
the inside, even when locked.  The cylinder however, can 
never be locked internally, making it ideal for classroom 
applications.

Construction keying
During the construction process it is normal practice for the 
contractors to have control of the keys to each cylinder being 
fitted to the building.  This compromises security as keys can 
be lost or stolen.  

With Construction keying a special pin is incorporated into the 
cylinder which allows a single ‘Construction key’ to be issued 
to the contractors so they can gain full access during the 
construction period.  

All the normal system keys are held until the point of hand-
over to the customer/building owner.  Any key from the 
system, when inserted into each cylinder and rotated, will 
release the special pin in the cylinder which renders the 
construction key inoperative and allows only the authorised 
keys to pass. 

Master keying
Master keying is the organisation of a keyed locking system 
where a hierarchy of access is produced.  As the level of 
authority rises, so the ability to access cylinders in the 
system increases until access to all the cylinders in a system 
is available via a single Grand Master key (see overleaf for 
further information).  The master key system can comprise 
any combination of the cylinder types available within the 
ESLA Technik Pro series.

ESLA Technik Pro makes it possible to define access for 
private homes, companies or public buildings. The customer 
decides who has access with which key and where. 
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being reassured the door can always be opened from 
the inside, even when locked.  The cylinder however, can 
never be locked internally, making it ideal for classroom 
applications.

Optional turns 
available



ESLA Technik Pro Patented Cylinders
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Ideal for Master
Key Plans

ESLA Technik Pro - Master keyed systems 

With a super-wide range that spans from Euro double 
cylinders to cam locks, from Norwegian cylinders to padlocks, 
ESLA Technik Pro is ideal to create master key plans that 
allow your customers to securely manage access to their 
home and business premises.

A multi-profile system capable of thousands of cylinder 
combinations, with Esla technik Pro you can design master 
key systems  which can vary in complexity depending on their 
applications and can involve one or many levels of master 
keys. 

Technik Pro is capable of producing a simple master keyed 
system up to a larger, more complex multi-level system (Great 
Grand Master, Grand Master, Master, Sub Master etc). The 
system can be designed to allow for future expansion using 
multi-level profiles. 

The ESLA Technik Pro system has enormous capabilities 
and can accomodate various applications, from a single 
apartment block to more complex applications like 
airports, schools, hospitals, universities, football stadiums, 
commercial buildings etc.

Cylinder lengths
Selecting the correct length of cylinder (euro profile and 
oval profile) is important not only for visual appearance 
when fitted, but to reduce the security risk from 
someone forcibly twisting the cylinder with a wrench 
and snapping it.

The overall length of the cylinder should be just larger 
than the combined thickness of the door (D) and the 
backplates or escutcheons which are being used (X).

Note, when a thumbturn is being used a minimum 2mm 
clearance is recommended from the face of the cylinder 
to the face of the escutcheon or backplate.

When an o�set cylinder is required in the door i.e. b + C 
below are not the same size, each side of the cylinder 
needs to be measured independently.

Briton  75-29 Series - Cylinder lengths and Masterkeying

Creating a masterkeyed system

The term masterkeying refers to any organisation of 

a keyed locking system where one key is required to 

operate several individual locks, each of which has its 

own operating key.

The masterkey system can vary in complexity 

depending on its application and can involve one or 

many levels of master key. The Briton 75-29 Series is 

capable of producing a simple masterkeyed system 

up to larger, more complex systems. All extensions 

will be supplied by the originator of the system,

unless specifically requested in writing by the end 

user.

Example 1

An apartment block can be set up so that each 

occupant has a key which passes the main entrance 

door and their own apartment door. Other communal 

areas such as bin stores and laundry can be organised 

onto the same key if desired.

Example 2 (see diagram below)

A more complex example could be a commercial 

application where individual departments might 

be controlled by sub master keys, with levels above 

them of master keys and grand master keys held,

for example, by the security ocer, the managing 

director and the company secretary.

GMK
Managing Director
Security ocer etc

MK2
Production Director

MK1
Operations Director

SMK2a
Technical Manager

SMK2b
Production Manager

SMK1b
Accounts Manager

SMK1a
Sales & Marketing 

Manager

multiple di�ers multiple di�ers multiple di�ers multiple di�ers

min. 2mm clearance 
for thumbturn

lockcase fixed 
on door centreline

(specify symmetrical cylinder)

Cylinder lengths

Selecting the correct length of cylinder (euro profile 

and oval profile) is important not only visually, but to 

increase security from forcibly twisting the cylinder 

with a wrench.

The overall length of the cylinder should be just larger 

than the combined thickness of the door (D) and the 

backplates or escutcheons which are being used (X).

Note, when a thumbturn is being used a minimum 

2mm clearance is recommended from the face of the 

cylinder to the face of the escutcheon or backplate.

When the lock is fitted o�centre in the door thickness,

an o�set cylinder is required. In these cases each side 

of the cylinder needs to be calculated independently.

D

XX

a

b c
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Example 1 
An apartment block can be set up so that each occupant has 
a key which passes a main entrance and their own apartment 
door. Other communal areas such as bin stores and laundry 
can be opened using the same key if required. 

Example 2 (See Diagram Below)

A more complex example could be a commercial application 
where individual departments might be controlled by sub 
master keys. The master keys and grand master keys above 
them, would only be issued to the security o�icer, the 
managing director and/or company secretary. 

Technical Department
PROPOSED - Master Key Plan

KPWTECH.12-7/00

BEDROOM
(39+2)

FLAT ENTRANCES
(9+2)

SUB MASTER SUB MASTER

MASTER A
LONDON STREET

BEDROOM
(45+2)

FLAT ENTRANCES
(11+2)

BEDROOM
(45+2)

FLAT ENTRANCES
(11+2)

BEDROOM
(43+2)

FLAT ENTRANCES
(10+2)

SUB MASTER SUB MASTER SUB MASTER SUB MASTER SUB MASTER SUB MASTER

MASTER B
OXFORD STREET

MASTER C
PALL MALL

MASTER D
DOWNING STREET

GMK

BEDROOM
(41+2)

FLAT ENTRANCES
(9+2)

SUB MASTER SUB MASTER

MASTER E
WESTMINSTER

BEDROOM FLAT ENTRANCES

SUB MASTER SUB MASTER

MASTER F
KINGS CROSS

COMMON 
CYLINDER

KA

KEY ONLY FOR 
SECURITY

COMMON 
CYLINDER

KA

COMMON 
CYLINDER

KA

COMMON 
CYLINDER

KA

BINLAUNDRY BIN

COMMON 
CYLINDER

KA

COMMON 
CYLINDER

KA

lockcase fixed
on door centreline

(specify symmetrical cylinder)

min. 2mm clearance
for thumbturn



Cylinder Range (standard order)
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Euro Single 40 (30/10)

Euro Single 45 (35/10)

Euro Single 50 (40/10)

Euro Single 55 (45/10)

Euro Single 75 (65/10)

Euro Double 60 (30/30)

Euro Double 70 (35/35)

Euro Double 80 (40/40)

Euro Double 90 (45/45)

Euro Double 100 (50/50)

Euro Double O�set 65 (30/35)

Euro Double O�set 70 (30/40)

Euro Double O�set 75 (30/45)

Euro Double O�set 75 (35/40)

Euro Double O�set 75 (EXT 40/35)

Euro Double O�set 80 (30/50)

Euro Double O�set 80 (35/45)

Euro Double O�set 80 (EXT45/35)

Euro Double O�set 85 (40/45)

Euro Double O�set 85 (30/55)

Euro Double O�set 85 (35/50)

Euro Double O�set 85 (EXT45/40)

Euro Double O�set 85 (EXT50/35)

Euro Double O�set 90 (35/55)

Euro Double O�set 90 (40/50)

Euro Double O�set 90 (EXT55/35)

Euro Double O�set 90 (EXT50/40)

Euro Double O�set 95 (40/55)

Euro Double O�set 95 (EXT50/45)

Euro Double O�set 95 (45/50)

Euro Double O�set 100 (45/55)

Euro Double O�set 100 (40/60)

Euro Double O�set 100 (EXT60/40)

Euro Single & Turn 60 (30/30T)

Euro Single & Turn 70 (35/35T)

Euro Single & Turn 80 (40/40T)

Euro Single & Turn 90 (45/45T)

A (B/C) A (B/C)

Euro Profile
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1-star rate available 3-star rate available

EXT - External side with anti-snap feature

Other sizes available for special order.

Euro Single & Turn O�set 75 (35/40T)

Euro Single & Turn O�set 75 (40/35T)

Euro Single & Turn O�set 80 (35/45T)

Euro Single & Turn O�set 80 (45/35T)

Euro Single & Turn O�set 85 (40/45T)

Euro Single & Turn O�set 85 (45/40T)

Scandinavian Oval EXT

Scandinavian Oval INT

Rim Cylinder

Rim Mortice - Single

Cam Lock

Padlock 50mm Open Shackle Type A

Padlock 65mm Open Shackle Type A

Padlock 50mm Close Shackle Type B

Padlock 65mm Close Shackle Type B

Padlock 50mm Open Shackle 30mm Type C

Padlock 50mm Open Shackle 50mm Type C
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Rim Rim Cylinder

Scandinavian
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Padlocks

Type A Type B Type C

Euro Single Cylinders AB15-01ET
Euro Cylinder & Turn AB15-02ET
Euro Oval Double Cylinder AB15-03ET
Rim Cylinder AB15-04ET
Rim Mortice Cylinder AB15-05ET
Scandinavian External Cylinder AB15-06ET
Scandinavian Internal Cylinder AB15-07ET
Padlock (Type A) AB15-0A
Padlock (Type B) AB15-0B
Padlock (Type C) AB15-0C
Cam Lock AB15-CL
Master Keys AB15-15ET

ORDER CODES

Oval profile cylinders also available.



Units 9 & 10  I  Crane Business Estate 

Cambridge Road  I  Milton  I  Cambridge  I  CB24 6AZ 

Telephone 01223 423 773 

Email sales@acornironmongery.com 

www.acornironmongery.com

Whilst Acorn Architectural Ironmongery Limited has taken every care to ensure the accuracy of information, data or advice contained in this literature, no liability in  
respect of such information or advice, whether given negligently or not, can be accepted by the company. Acorn Architectural Ironmongery Limited retains the right  
to amend the technical specification of any range of equipment shown without notice. 

Produced by Refresh Media Design Limited.




